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Come take a fresh look at dating for a new generation of young women. This conversation will

encourage you as Tracy Levinson shares grace infused insight, wisdom, laughter and liberating

truth. unashamed - candid conversations about dating, love, nakedness and faith is for young

women, and people in their lives who adore them. This list includes moms, dads, brothers,

grandparents, boyfriends, and church leaders. Tracy Levinson candidly explores pivotal questions

asked by this millennial generation. Here are a few topics you will encounter in this book:Q: I have

already been involved sexually, so how do I have a redo?Q: What are the things that bug you about

dating in the Christian culture?? Q: What is guarding my heart and does it even pertain to dating?
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This is an amazing book that tackles every question concerning dating, love, sex, and how to see

these things in light of our faith in Christ and His grace. Tracy is authentic and remains true to the

word of God. This book is the best I've read on this topic and is a game changer for both guys and

girls!

From the very first sentence this book jumps right into the questions every young woman and man

is thinking. Tracy candidly speaks biblical truths while weaving guy/girl thoughts throughout the

book. We get to hear inside guy minds as they share their hearts! Every age will LOVE this book!



I have sat with Tracy many times are on her side porch talking about all kinds of things! I would

leave thinking "I wish all women could experience a friendship with Tracy and glean from her

wisdom"! Now you can! As your reading this book you will feel like you are with her on the porch.

You will experience her personality, but more than that, you will feel loved, accepted, and free!

Tracy answers so many questions young adults have today about their faith, their desires and their

journey in sexuality. You may be surprised by what you read. Tracy is authentic and refreshing in

her approach to help others!

Incredible book! Can't wait to share it with the teenagers of Liberty Christian School! I'm hoping

every parent will buy it and empower their children with the information they need to morally

succeed in this time of life!

Such a great read and very practical. A breath of fresh air in a culture that is filled with smog.

Thanks for pouring your heart into this Tracy. I can't wait to share this with others and see lives

changed for the better!

The best part was the last chapter that dives into who we are in Christ. Lots of good insights to chew

on and digest. May have to read again to get it all. Well written and easy to follow. Great format.

I am 49 yrs old and read this book from two points of view: how I would talk with my daughter about

sex and how a young woman might receive this information as a reader. Overall, it is an excellent

resource grounded in truth, grace and reality. I love Tracy's style of writing that is approachable,

easy to read, practical and relevant. You can truly feel her love for the women she is writing to. I

appreciated her directness and willingness to approach hard topics like homosexuality and

pornography (and more!) giving Biblical based opinions mixed with loving guidance.This book is

clearly written for the young woman who's heart is already dedicated to the Lord's. But its written in

a way that can stretch the more mature Christian, or encourage and challenge the newer/spiritually

younger girl. The entire book is an easy read, but chapter 6 might be a bit heavy for a young girl to

process. I 100% agree with her presentation of the "New Covenant" and I too found this message of

freedom in my relationship with Christ after years of feeling distant from God every time I didn't "do

enough" to earn His favor. Yet, I was in my 30's and had walked with the Lord a long time to finally

understand all this. It is obvious this message has been life-changing for Tracy and I fully appreciate



her desire to share it. I hope that every reader of the book will read through this chapter (and even

come back to it again, as it is meaty!) and seek to process the truths she shares.I plan to give

copies of this book to my nieces and young ladies who are graduating high school. It is a perfect gift

for a 15-20 yr old (sadly sooner is better as these girls face this stuff much earlier in life!) And I plan

to keep a copy for my 5 yr old daughter and use it personally as a resource in guiding our

discussions as she grows up. If only I had this book when I was young...Well done Tracy. Thank

you for sharing your gift and your heart.
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